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Adjustable Height
Our mobile laptop cart allows the user to adjust the height of the worksurface, ensuring 
comfortable usage over long periods be it sitting down or standing up. This makes it 
suitable for schools, o�ces and hospitals. 

Sturdy and Durable Base 
The base of our mobile laptop cart is made from polypropylene which makes it extremely 
sturdy and durable. Fitted with 3 heavy duty lockable castors, the base ensures a smooth  
movement and no possiblity of tilting over.   

Easy to assemble 
Designed to make assembly easy, anyone can assemble our mobile laptop cart without  
much di�culty. A user manual is provided. 

Retractable mouse pad and cup holder 
A retractable mouse pad is provided to give the user a comfortable working experience
without compromising on the space of the worksurface. To prevent drinks from tipping 
over while moving around, a cup holder is included.

Product Benefits

elegance in simplicity

Our Mobile Laptop Cart helps you use your laptop on 
the go, be it in the office, hospital or schools. It is fully
adjustable from a sitting to a standing position with a 
large enough workspace. A durable base with heavy 
duty castors ensures smooth usage over long periods.  

SKU : C008P

Mobile Laptop Cart
Adjustable Standing Platform



Features :
 
- Height adjustable mobile laptop cart 
for schools, o�ces and hospitals. 
- Allows for comfortable usage over long
periods sitting down or standing up.
- Rectractable mouse pad and cup holder
- Large high-impact main worksurface for
up to 17” laptops
- Knock-down packaging
- Easy to assemble  

Specifications :

Worksurface Compatibilty : Up to 17” laptops
Worksurface size : 600mm x 385mm
Adjustable cart height : 720mm to 980mm
Durable polypropylene base : 630x625mm
Three 75mm lockable castors
Powder coated �nish

Package Includes :
Mobile Laptop Cart 
Mounting accessories
User manual

Dimensions :


